
MGM, PANDORA, 
Hermès & FIAT.

P r e p a r e d  b y : L a i l a  &  L u b n a .



MGM was founded in 1924 
when the entertainment 
entrepreneur Marcus Loew 
gained control of Metro 
Pictures, Goldwyn Pictures, 
and Louis B. Mayer 
Pictures. 

Howard Dietz: American motion-
picture executive and songwriter. 
After graduating from Columbia 

University in 1917, Dietz joined the 
Philip Goodman Advertising 

Agency, where he was assigned to 
devise a trademark for Goldwyn 

Pictures.
. 

Dietz said he decided to use a lion as the company's mascot as a 
tribute to his alma mater, Columbia University, whose athletic team 
nickname is The Lions. 
The first lion, called Slats, was used for the original Goldwyn 
Pictures design and for the first MGM version.



Brand Benefits
MGM has conveyed entertainment magic to audiences 

worldwide for nearly 75 years. Today, the company's operations 

represent a spectrum of entertainment product, a common 

thread being a base of content second to none: the largest 

modern library, and among the most honored film libraries in 

the world.
.

Films and 
television programs 

production

Brand Recall

For MGM AKA Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer 

productions,  they are 
recognized by the roaring 

lion in the beginning of any 
of their movies.

Brand recognition

Brand Attributes
“Adventurous, 
empowering & 

innovative”



Very recognizable 
brand image, 

applicable for all ages 

Judgment

Quality entertainment the 
exceeds expectations
& always enjoyable.

Performance

Imagery
Magical, fun, youthful, 
innovative, classic, & 

family oriented.

Feelings
Warmth, excitement, 

loving, fun, happy & joy. 

Resonance
Loyalty, high 
recognition & 
engagement



Pandora  is among the world’s most 
famous jewelry manufacturers. The 
Danish company started its history as a 
family-run jewelry shop in 1982. Pandora 
logo is an immediately recognizable word 
mark. Its most distinctive feature is an 
elegant crown over the “O” character. 
The crown reminds of the fact that 
Pandora offers a universe of high quality, 
genuine jewelry supposed to make its 
owner stand out in the crowd.

Brand recognition       
if you see the Pandora’s 
letter ‘O’ with its crown 
up ahead, before even 
making out the words, 

you'd automatically 
recognize it as Pandora

Brand Attributes
“Prestigious, high 
quality, unique & 

glamorous” 

Brand Benefits
Why do people buy pandora’s jewelry? 

.

The sense of thrill and excitement when 
you walk into a Pandora store, especially 
after getting one's salary. The suspense of 
keeping a lookout for that limited edition 
charm. Just like counting down to that 
branded bag sale, shopping for Pandora 
charms gives everyone a great sense of 

satisfaction.



Prices and more acceptable than tiffany 
& Co.                                          
Custom jewelry, quality improved 
designs & Themed designs.

Judgment

Commitment to quality, style 
& great craftsmanship.

Performance

Feelings
Need to enhance, fun, 

excitement & warmth sense 
of security.

Resonance
Only 11 respondents have 
purchasing experience too 

expensive  

Imagery
Elegance, Pandora 

branded boxes with a 
rose ribbon.

True love, warmth, 
adventurous & nostalgia.

Luxuries & refined



Your Title Here



Hermès is a French high fashion 
luxury goods manufacturer 

established in 1837. It specializes in 
leather, lifestyle accessories, home 
furnishings, perfumery, jewellery, 

watches and ready-to-wear

Thierry Hermès founded the 
company in 1837 as a harness 

workshop in Paris. Originally, his 
intent was to serve the needs of 

European noblemen by providing 
saddles, bridles and other leather 

riding gear



Brand Benefits

High fashion 
luxury

Brand Recall

Brand Attributes
“loving life, good 

taste, high status  & in 
love with beautiful 

things” 

Hermès values tradition.

Hermès bags come as close to 
perfection as a handbag can get.

Endless choices.

Hermès is known for its incredible use 
of colors.
The value of Hermès bags never fluctuates.
Hermès doesn’t give away their bags to 
anyone, not even celebrities.

Hermès has been the 
market leader in (really) 

expensive designer bags for 
many years now. There are 
tons of reasons that explain 
why this is, but we wanted 

to share the 7 most 
significant reasons! You 

already know that a 
Hermès’s products is an 
investment of a lifetime. 
But there are so many 

things that contribute to 
the high price.

Brand recognition         
For the people appreciates 
fashion, the carriage and 
the horse and the man in 
the logo with the color 

orange is very 
recognizable for all the 

people who know Hermès



Respected French Fashion Brand. 

Established reputation for its high quality.

Symbolic Bags and a classic French style.

However, Hermès is seen as boring and too 
expensive by the younger customers.

Judgment

Modern Production Processes, 
Consistent Quality, Product 

Serviceability & Service 
Effectiveness.

Performance

Feelings
Feelings of high social status and 
sophistication due to the classic French 
style.
Beauty, Elegance & simplicity.
Social approval in the elite and fashion-
conscious circle.

Resonance
Strong, loyal following 
high repeat purchase 

rate.
Sense of elite 

community, known as 
the Hermès world. 

Imagery
Classic image, Elite 

luxury image & 
classic French 

Heritage. 



Your Title Here



The name of Fiat, the Italian car 
company, is an acronym, not only 
a nod to this powerful word. Its 

name originally stood for 
“Fabbrica Italiana Automobili

Torino”, meaning loosely “Italian 
automobile factory of Turin,” the 
region in which the country was 

founded.

Brand recognition         
As for FIAT, FIAT’s logo 
colors is pretty perfect for 
their brand recognition 

the color silver and color 
red in the background its 
pretty recognizable for 

consumers 



Brand Benefits
Outstanding gas mileage on the highway and in the city.    
Room for up-to four people.
Manual transmission.
Top-of-the-line tires.
Excellent weight distribution.
High ground clearance.
Multi-air engines.

Brand Attributes
“Strong, unique, 
friendly & easy” 

Brand Recall
Tiny city-friendly 

vehicles



Respectable & unique brand.

It holds  guaranteed place n the consumers set of 
choices thanks to its worldwide popularity and 
success.

Judgment

High quality, powerful, 
advanced technology, 

innovative design 

Performance

Feelings
Fun, excitement, social 
approval & ease of use.

Resonance
Users are loyal to the brand, 

there’s a good chance they will 
buy other Fiat in the future, 
making it one of the best eco 

friendly cars and also for its ease 
of use . 

Imagery
Coolness, Fun 

designs & Friendly 
Vehicle. 



Thank you.


